ABSTRACT A numerical simulation is analyzed that resolves the full range of motions from rotationally dominated, growing baroclinic waves to quasi-isotropic, three-dimensional shear instabilities. The results confirm a forty-year-old prediction, made by B. Hoskins and F. Bretherton, that frontogenetic collapse of cross-frontal spatial scales, driven by baroclinic-wave deformation fields, will continue to the Kelvin-Helmholtz (K-H) turbulent transition. This process of frontal collapse followed by K-H transition provides a mechanism for spontaneous loss of balance in an initially geostrophic flow, and a direct, spectrally non-local pathway for downscale energy transfer that is phenomenologically distinct from traditional concepts of turbulent cascades and can contribute substantially to total kinetic energy dissipation. The result suggests that the turbulence associated with collapsing fronts in the atmosphere can extend upward from the surface through roughly one-third of the troposphere.
1. Introduction which is largely complete by hour 12 of the simulation, meridional surface velocities in the warm-83 filament front are nearly geostrophic and of order U 0 = 0.1 m s −1 . Weak surface cooling with a 84 random spatial component is applied during the first 8 hours of the simulation, to provide small 85 excitations of the fundamental modes of instability, but the flow is otherwise unforced.
86
The K-H instabilities that will be of interest in the following occur at resolved scales near the grid 87 spacing ∆x. The effects of the associated small-scale three-dimensional turbulent motions are rep- 
where C k = 0.5 is the Kolmogorov constant, Pr t = 0.6 is the turbulent Prandtl number, and the 
In (2), the sum is over the four differences ∆û i j ofû i j , at grid point x i j , with its lateral neighbors, 
101
The model computations were carried out with dimensional coordinates and variables, but the 102 results are described here in dimensionless form, for ease of translation to the atmospheric context.
103
The basic scales used for the transformation to dimensionless coordinates and variables are: = 800 m,
where g = 9.81 m s −2 is the gravitational acceleration, α T = 2 × 10 −4 K −1 is the thermal 
110
• Vertical distance: H = 80 m, the depth of the warm filament and the ambient mixed layer.
111
• Temperature fluctuations: ∆T = 0.08 • C, the temperature anomaly of the warm filament.
112
• Horizontal velocity: U 0 = 0.1 m s −1 , a representative value of the adjusted initial geostrophic 113 velocity.
114
• Vertical velocity W = U 0 H/L = 10 −2 m s −1 , from the incompressible-flow equation.
115
• Time: L/U 0 = 8 × 10 3 s = 2.2 hr, the advective time scale based on L and U 0 .
116
• Vertical eddy viscosity (and diffusivity): K m0 = f 0 H 2 = 0.9 m 2 s −1 , so that the scaled vertical 117 viscosity can be interpreted as an Ekman number,
Because K m0 is fortuitously close to unity in MKS units, Ek is also nearly equal to the dimen-
119
sional value of κ v in MKS units.
120
The characteristic Rossby number based on these scale quantities is
while the corresponding Richardson and Burger numbers are, respectively, warm water flows toward the cool side of the front and over relatively stagnant cool surface water.
140
Results are described in detail for two simulation times, t = 32 (hour 72) and t = 38 (hour 84),
141
after the finite amplitude baroclinic waves have strongly deformed the front and sharpened the 142 cross-frontal thermal gradients in the regions of cross-frontal surface convergence (Fig. 1ae) . At 143 the sharpened front, surface horizontal velocities are intensified (Fig. 1bf) . Associated with these 144 frontogenetic regions are energetic small-scale vertical motions and large turbulent eddy viscosi-145 ties (Fig. 1cgdh) . The eddy viscosity (Ekman number) reaches values in the the frontogenetic (Figs. 2d,3d ).
157
The collapsed frontal structure can be partially separated from the small-scale fluctuations by 158 averaging the fields along the front, over distances comparable to the width of the collapsed frontal e.g., features visible at the edge of the front in Fig. 3d ). 
is apparent in the model simulation, when again these quantities are based on along-front averages 
its trace is the horizontal divergence ∂ u/∂ x + ∂ v/∂ y, and the anti-symmetric part of its off- at an oblique angle rather than orthogonal to it (Figs. 10e, 11e), so that the convergence will act on 220 a slightly weaker mean effective temperature gradient than would be computed along a cross-front 221 section orthogonal to the front.
222
The frontogenetic development can be summarized by computing along-front averages of the 223 mean convergent eigenvalues and the mean cross-front temperature gradients at a sequence of 224 times during the simulation (Fig. 12, upper panel) . These show the development of the intensified 225 convergence at the front that is characteristic of the HB72 nonlinear frontogenetic mechanism, 226 and the associated characteristic (in the ocean case) intensification of the thermal gradient on the 227 warm side of the front. However, this development occurs much more slowly in the simulation than 228 would be predicted by the HB72 inviscid theory, and is essentially arrested after t = 27, despite the 229 large convergence rates, which remain several times f 0 in magnitude. In contrast, the HB72 theory those appearing in the spatial averages (Fig. 12) . Nonetheless, it is clear that the HB72 would 237 predict a much more rapid and complete collapse of the frontal scales than occurs in the model, tion rates are associated with these large viscosities (Figs. 13,14) . The resolved dissipation is 253 more than half of the total dissipation, and the enhanced KH-driven dissipation is a large compo-254 nent of the resolved dissipation (Fig. 15) . In sum, the explicit dissipation terms contribute more This process of frontal collapse followed by K-H transition provides a mechanism for sponta- shock formation process, and the small-scale fluctuations can be understood as arising from the 281 instability of the shock.
282
The simulation described here was configured to represent upper ocean, rather than atmospheric, 283 frontal development. However, the basic dynamics are common to both fluids, and the dimension- 
